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FAQs  - Coal Authority statutory duties 

Coal Authority 

The Coal Authority was established under the Coal Industry Act 1994 as part of the privatisation of 

the UK coal industry. The Act gave many of the statutory duties of the previous British Coal 

Corporation to the Coal Authority, including the licencing of coal mining and responsibilities for 

historic coal mining under the Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991. 

The Coal Authority Framework Document (dated 11 April 2019) sets out the duties and activities of 

the Coal Authority as follows under Sections 6 to 9: 

• Its specific statutory responsibilities are associated with:  

o licensing coal mining operations in Britain 

o handling subsidence damage claims relating to former coal workings which are not 

the responsibility of licensed coalmine operators 

o managing property and historic liability issues, such as surface hazards and treatment 

of minewater discharges relating to former coal workings 

o providing public access to information on past and present coal mining operations  

• Further functions are set out under the Act and the Coal Mining Subsidence Act (“the 1991 

Act”).  

• The Authority was granted additional powers of entry and compulsory purchase in the Water 

Act 2003 and the Water Services (Scotland) Act 2005 when preventing or mitigating the effects 

of discharges of minewater from coal mines.  

• In addition, the Authority’s vires was extended in the Energy Act 2011 to enable its expertise 

to be used in other non-coal mining related contexts. 

The Coal Authority 2014 triennial review defines its four principal functions in Section 24 as: 
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Coal Industry Act 1994 

Licencing 

S 1(1) states that the Coal Authority is established for the purpose (inter alia) of “holding, managing 

and disposing of interests and rights in or in relation to the unworked coal” and “carrying out functions 

with respect to the licensing of coal-mining operations”.  Hence as the legal owner of coal reserves 

under the Act, the Coal Authority has the power to grant licenses for any activity which intersects, 

disturbs or enters any of the Authority's coal interests. 

Implications:  licences are required for any investigation of coal workings or for treatment of workings 

including shafts. For new development this licence may include conditions regarding treatment of 

workings which may form part of planning considerations intended to limit the responsibility of the 

Coal Authority regarding any future liability for damage. 

Subsidence damage responsibilities 

S 2(1)c states that one of the duties of the Coal Authority is that “persons to whom obligations are 

owed in respect of subsidence damage caused at any time …. do not sustain loss in consequence of any 

failure by a person who is or has been a licensed operator …”. 

S 43 gives the Coal Authority the duties of the British Coal Corporation under the Coal Mining 

Subsidence Act 1991. 

Implication: the Coal Authority has a duty to ensure appropriate compensation for those affected by 

damage related to licenced coal mining. 

Minewater drainage responsibilities 

S 4A(1) states that “The Authority may take such action as it considers appropriate (if any) for the 

purpose of preventing, or mitigating the effect of, the discharge of water from a coal mine into or on 

to any land or into any controlled waters” 

Implications: The Coal Authority has the power to address coal-mining related minewater drainage 

issues however it does not have a duty to do this. 

 

Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991 

Scope of Act 

The Coal Mining Subsidence Act 1991 sets out the Coal Authority’s duties with respect to damage 

caused to land and properties from coal mining operations. The Act refers to the duty holder as the 

British Coal Corporation which was the nationalised body responsible for coal mining before the Coal 

Authority was established in 1994. Additional Regulation is referred to the Act which defines, for 

example, levels of compensation which may apply. 

Definitions 

S 1 of the Act defines subsidence damage as “any damage ...to land; or to any buildings…caused by 

the withdrawal of support from land in connection with lawful coal-mining operations”.  Lawful coal 

mining is defined as licenced coal mining under the Coal Industry Act 1994. 
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Implications:   

• the Act relates to coal mining activities only 

• unlicensed, i.e. unlawful, coal mining is not covered by the Act. 

S 1(4) states that the Act does not apply to damages: 

• Where coal working was secondary to mining for other minerals 

• Related to workings in the Forest of Dean or any other part of the Hundred of St. Briavels, 

Gloucester  

• Damage within the coal mine itself 

Implications:  

• coal mining will not be covered by the Act if it was not the principal reason for mining 

• coal mining in the Forrest of Dean is not covered by the Act 

Duties of the Coal Authority re damage from coal mining activities 

S 2 States that (subject to the limitations in S 1) it is the duty of the Coal Authority to take remedial 

action to address coal mining related subsidence affecting a property, which might include: 

• Remedial works 

• Payment for remedial works 

• Making payment in compensation for the effect on property value 

The remainder of the Act defines the nature of works and payments for damage, subject to additional 

Regulation to define the amounts due etc. The scope of the Act includes impacts on business, tenants 

and farmland.  There is provision under S 29 for payment for property blight subject to additional 

Regulation. 

Liabilities for death and injury under S 32 relate only to negligence by the Coal Authority. 

Under S 33 the Coal Authority has the power to undertake preventative works (i.e. before damage 

occurs) but the Act does not state it has a duty to undertake these. 

Implications:  

• the Coal Authority will undertake repairs or make payments for damage caused by coal mining 

operations for which it is responsible 

• the nature of works or amount of any compensation will be dependent on the provisions of the 

Act and associated Regulations. 

• provisions for payment for property blight rely on separate Regulation being instituted. 

• the Act does not establish a duty to undertake preventive works (though this would be implied 

if there was a significant risk of major injury or death) 

 

Responsibility for minewater drainage 

Under the Section 4 of Coal Industry Act 1994 the Coal Authority has powers but not a duty to address 

the legacy of minewater drainage related to coal mining.   
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To this end the Coal Authority 2014 triennial review states that the Coal Authority aims to: 

• Handle the legacy of recovering water levels within abandoned coal mines 

• Treat existing polluting minewater discharges from coal mines 

• Prevent new minewater contamination of groundwater  

• Deliver a coal mine water treatment scheme programme 

Coal Authority 2014 triennial review also states the Coal Authority has also been given powers under 

the Water Resources Act 1991 to remediate polluting discharges from non-coal mines under the mine 

water treatment scheme, but again this is not a statutory duty.  

It is unclear from the available information whether or not the Coal Authority has any responsibly for 

damage caused by minewater drainage issues outside of negligence in undertaking any minewater 

treatment schemes.  The Coal Authority response to the 2021 Skewen minewater flooding incident 

states that “the Coal Authority has no legal liability for coal mine water discharges”. 
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